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Dear Carm.org,

I'm a fan of this ministry and appreciate all of the hard work you've put in to both  defending the
faith and the proclamation of the gospel. I've even been blessed to have Matt Slick actually visit my 
church on occasion (Calvary Chapel Costa Mesa; home of the late Chuck Smith). Overall, everything 
on your website is splendid especially your cultic work and I would even gladly give CARM my 
endorsement with regards to ones that I would recommend to Christian laypeople. In fact, I have 
recommended your website to many people on many occasions. Notwithstanding, it has come to my 
attention that there are a number of comprehensional-type errors in your article entitled “What is 
Molinism” which you can locate here: http://www.carm.org/what-molinsm

Now, Molinism or the doctrine of Middle Knowledge is a very nuanced view and so our 
handling of it requires a delicate hand. Anything surpassing a mother's touch will result in deleterious 
consequences just as telling your run-of-the-mill neo-atheist that Christ commanded His followers to 
eat his flesh and drink his blood will easily collapse in to an apologetic nightmare if you exegete 
carelessly. So let's discuss this. You begin with a delineation of the perspective  middle knowledge: 

"Basically, we can see Molinism as the teaching that God knows what the potential free will 
choices of people will be and chooses who will be saved based on that knowledge. In other 
words, God sovereignly predestines and saves those whom He knows will choose Him."

Now even though CARM separates from the doctrine of general atonement (so far as I know), 
I'm sure that you can at least sympathize with the Calvinist who is irked when a competitor is 
insensitive to his viewpoint and confuses God's decretive will with what he desires or vice versa (if not,
keep in mind some similar nuanced theological distinction). Just as we must be sensitive to the nuanced
distinctions regarding the hypothetical Calvinists view regarding God's will, so we must be sensitive to 
the distinctions regarding the Molinists view regarding divine omniscience. In your comments on God's
free knowledge you quite rightly recognize that God's free knowledge includes the totality of all that 
actually exists; that is, the world God chooses to actualize. Molinists will often call this God's divine 
creative decree1. But then you say that Molinism includes God's choice of those who will be saved 
based on the potential free choices of creatures when you have just acknowledged that this falls in to 
the category of free knowledge. It would be middle knowledge iff God knew what these potential free 
choices would be were certain circumstances were to obtain. So a more correct delineation of this view 
would be something like this:

“ Molinism is the view that from the infinite subset of possible worlds that could happen (God's 
natural knowledge), there is an infinite subset of feasible worlds which would accomplish His 
will (God's middle knowledge). God freely chooses one of the feasible worlds, and He 
perfectly knows what will happen in this actual world.”2



Following that, you give your characterization of Molinism:  "First, it means that God looks 
into the future to see what people will do and saves them based on their choices." I'm curious if this 
objection was taken from Norman Geisler's “Chosen but Free” because like him, you develop no 
argument to show that this is the Molinist position or else a logical entailment of it. In fact, I dare say 
that this is just an outright misrepresentation of the relevant model of divine omniscience. What needs 
to be kept in mind here is that Molinism is a conceptualist model of God's omniscience, not a 
perceptualist model; therefore it is inaccurate to characterize God's foreknowledge as “looking in to the
future”. Instead on a conceptualist model, God knows the counterfactuals of creaturely freedom, not via
perception, but innately just as he knows anything else3. Kenneth Keathley has written something on 
this. He writes:

“It is important to keep in mind that these three moments are a logical sequence, not a 
chronological sequence. Since God is omniscient, He innately knows all things - this means He 
does not go through a mental process that finite beings do of “figuring things out”. God never 
“learns” or has things “occur” to Him. He already knows all truths. The fact that God is 
omniscient does not merely mean that God is infinitely more knowledgeable than us, but that 
His knowledge is of a different type of quality. So the three moments of God's knowledge 
proposed by Molinism refer to logical order, not a sequence in time”.4

That in mind, the perceptualist model that says that God “looks in to the future” is problematic 
since it presupposes that there is, in fact, a future to look in to which is impossible if tense is an 
objective feature of reality. Why? Because given the mind-independence of temporal becoming there 
just doesn't exists any future to “look” in to5. As such, asking what God knows about the future on a 
perceptualist model is about as meaningful as asking “To whom is the bachelor married?”.  So given 
the A-theory of time, a perceptualist model of divine omniscience is actually incoherent.

The next problem in your article arises when you follow up with this statement:

“Therefore, God reacts to man's choices, and God saves a person based on some quality (the 
ability to make a right choice) that the person possesses. But this is showing partiality (favoring 
one person over another based on a quality in/of that person)--something that God condemns 
(Rom. 2:11).”

Aside from the fact that the statement in question is somewhat irrelevant to the discussion since 
Molinism is technically not a view on providence, but omniscience, this objection fails to comprehend 
that on Molinism, everyone possesses that quality – libertarian free will - which is sufficient to make 
the right choice. So there is no respect of persons regarding God's saving a person. On Molinism the 
only reason a person isn't saved is because they use their God-given freedom to reject Him. 

Next, when you asks what, on a libertarian view enables an individual to choose God or not 
God the very fact this question is being asked indicates that you haven't really understood what you are 
asking. To drive home the point, when an unbeliever asks us “Who created God?” you and I would 
both quite rightly recognize that this person hasn't really understood what they are asking for since (1) 



they beg the question in so far as they assume to be true what they're supposed to be proving, namely 
that God had to have a beginning and (2) they commit a category fallacy since their question is akin to 
one asking “Who created the uncreated Creator?” Clearly the atheist has misunderstood something 
essential to our view! Similarly when you ask Molinists what on a libertarian view enables a person to 
choose one way or another regarding choosing God or not your question founders in the same way. 
What needs to be understood here is that on a libertarian viewpoint there are no mechanisms which 
cause an individual to choose one way or another. This is the essence of libertarian freedom. CARM,  
has even acknowledged this elsewhere which you can read here: http://www.carm.org/questions-free-
will. This is also the reason libertarian views fall under the umbrella of incompatibilism6. Therefore, 
asking what enables an individual to choose one way or another on this view and insisting that 
Molinists are bereft of an answer in this respect is not only question begging, but it is also identical to 
asking “What causally determines the causally undetermined actions of a libertarian agent?” Clearly 
this is wrongheaded! Moreover, notice that although libertarian views are a form of incompatibilism, 
this is nevertheless consistent with an agent having reasons or motives that influence that agents actions
since reasons and motives are not the same thing as causes. That aside, you're still obviously free to 
reject a libertarian viewpoint of human freedom however, short of a proof of the incoherence of this 
notion you must do so independently of a prior intellectual commitment to compatibilism. To insist 
otherwise is no different than the atheist who remains hard nosed in his conviction that God must 
essentially have a cause.

You also write "Second, Middle Knowledge means that God learns what the actual choices of 
people will be only when they occur. God would then be ignorant about man's future choices.” 
Compare this to your previous comment that on Molinism God looks in to the future and saves an 
individual based on their choices. If you didn't catch the textual slip, your second criticism 
characterizes God as essentially having knowledge of an agents actions simultaneous with its 
occurrence while your previous criticism admits to God having this knowledge prior to its occurence. 
Respectfully, you can't have it both ways here; either God's knowledge of an agents actions is prior to 
its actualization or it isn't. Whichever you choose, its sister criticism evaporates. Now, as it relates to 
the truth of the relevant argument that Molinism entails God's knowledge being simultaneous with 
actualization of creaturely actions, this criticism remains problematic in so far as, like before, it begs 
the question; there's no argument given at all that shows that this is a logical entailment of the view you
are criticizing. In fact, here's the full context of your criticism.

“Second, Middle Knowledge means that God learns what the actual choices of people will be 
only when they occur. God would then be ignorant about man's future choices. This violates the 
scripture that says God knows all things (1John 3:20)--not just all things that actually happen. 
In fact, the very verses used by Molinists to support Middle Knowledge (Matt. 11:21-24 and 1 
Cor. 2:8) can be used to show that God's knowledge is absolute when it comes to potential 
events, not developing. He doesn't learn. He knows!”7

Question-begging aside, both philosophical rigor and charity invite us to do more than presume 
the failure of a differing perspective by asserting its foundering in a particular respect – we need to 
actually get our fingers dirty here. Now, what do Molinists actually believe? Well, Molinists believe 



that logically prior to God's free decision to create the world, He knew precisely which counterfactuals 
of creaturely freedom (from hereon CCF's) were true, God then, based on what He desired, chose to 
actualize one of those feasible worlds. And if you want scholarly input on this, William Lane Craig has 
resonated with this characterization8. Now, wholly apart from the question of whether or not Molinism 
is true, notice that this understanding of omniscience entails that God's knowledge of true CCF's are 
prior to their actualization, not simultaneous with them and this stands in stark contradiction to what 
your article claims.

Last, you write this: 

“Third, Middle Knowledge (as it relates to human freedom) fails to properly understand the 
depravity of man. The scriptures do not say that the unregenerate can freely choose God. In fact,
the contrary is taught. It is man who is deceitful (Jer. 17:9), full of evil (Mark 7:21-23), loves 
darkness (John 3:19), does not seek for God (Rom 3:10-12), is ungodly (Rom. 5:6), dead in his 
sins (Eph. 2:1), by nature a child of wrath (Eph 2:3), cannot understand spiritual things (1 Cor. 
2:14), and a slave of sin (Rom. 6:16-20). Therefore, what is important here is understanding that
an unbeliever is incapable of understanding and accepting Christ given the condition of his 
nature in a fallen, unregenerate state. This is why the Bible says such things as it is God who 
appoints people to believe (Acts 13:48), chooses who is to be holy and blameless (Eph 1:), calls 
according to His purpose (2 Timothy 1:9), choose us for salvation (2 Thess. 2:13-14), grants the 
act of believing (Phil 1:29), grants repentance (1 Timothy 2:24-26), causes us to be born again 
(1 Pet. 1:3), draws people to Himself (John 6:44, 65), predestines us to salvation (Rom. 8:29-
30) and adoption (Eph 1:5) according to His purpose (Eph. 1:11), makes us born again not by 
our will but by His will (John 1:12-13), and works faith in the believer (John 6:28-29).”

No exegesis is given regarding the meaning of any of these verses, instead shotgun 
argumentation is employed when we are fired at buckshot twenty-one scriptural shards who's meanings
are assumed instead of being inferentially derived. Consider your appeal to John 6:28-29 which teaches
that God works belief in us. Here it is presupposed that the word “works” means “causes”, when it 
could, in fact mean that God just actualizes a world in which He knows who will freely choose to 
believe in Him under specified, freedom permitting conditions. Another example, take 1 Peter 1:3 
which teaches that God has caused us to be born again; your understanding of this verse includes God's
strong actualization of this event when it is just as consistent with the doctrine of weak actualization. 
Now, even though I haven't gone out of my way to respond to every single verse you list in support of 
your view because of the question-begging involved, of the few that I have responded to it should be 
evident by now that we still haven't gotten past this deep-seated prior intellectual commitment to 
compatibilism which restricts correct exegesis.  

All things considered, I understand that CARM is Calvinistic and that's fine, but if correctly 
understanding and articulating the viewpoints of religions outside of our own is an indispensable 
starting point to the formation of a full-blooded Christian apologetic, how much more essential is it for 
us to understand and correctly portray differing in-house perspectives? Now, I'm not asking that your 
ministry become Molinistic or anything like that, but I ask you in modesty and for the sake of good will



regarding in-house debates that you be sympathetic to our viewpoint in giving us a fair critique. 

Thanks for understanding,
Jonathan Thompson



Notes

1 http://www.reasonablefaith.org/divine-sovereignty-and-quantum-indeterminism

2 This characterization of Molinism was taken from Kenneth Keathley's Salvation and Sovereignty, 
pg.18

3 For a discussion on this see William Lane Craig's, The Only Wise God: The Compatibility of Divine 
Foreknowledge and Human Freedom, pp.119-120

4 Ibid.

5 Kenneth Keathley, Salvation and Sovereignty, p.16
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